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Abstract: This article aims to examine media coverage of COVID-19 and the resistance of the Indonesian people. This research is a legal sociology study that discusses the public's response to government policies regarding the Covid-19 vaccine with an Islamic legal approach. The data is analyzed using critical discourse analysis. This study concludes that community resistance to vaccines has a relationship with online media content. News content of victims who died after the vaccine, information about vaccines that impact the human body to become sick in the long term, and information about raw materials or contents of the Covid-19 vaccine that are not halal, indirectly have implications for the community resistance. This refusal was mainly due to information about victims who had been vaccinated experienced vaccine failures, especially from social media such as YouTube, WhatsApp and Facebook, which are sometimes difficult to justify. According to Islamic law, people should be careful about content and news regarding Covid-19 because it may not be accurate. Therefore, the government needs to provide solutions in various ways. First, the government oversees all social media in conveying information so that all news related to the COVID-19 vaccine needs to be more careful and wisely not to worry the public. Second, the government needs to re-strengthen media regulations or news coverage that doesn’t seem to work optimally. Moreover, the government's vaccine policy aims to prevent the danger of the virus, which guarantees the safety of people's lives, and it is part of maqâshid al-syarî‘ah. Likewise, the government has involved the MUI, which has authority in the field of religious fatwas, so that the certainty that the vaccine is halal can be accounted for in Islamic law.
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Introduction
Vaccines are still a global polemic and have created an anti-vaccine community group. Social media content about vaccines that seem unsafe for humans is published from various news sources. Apparently, this news content also adds to the public's anxiety. Meanwhile, at the same time, the problem of breaking the chain of the coronavirus is also still weighing. Vaccines and all their potential that can cause side effects are becoming increasingly controversial and widely discussed after a member of the Indonesian House of Representatives, Ribka Tjiptaning, refused to be vaccinated against COVID-19 in Indonesia during a joint working meeting with the Minister of Health at the
Senayan Parliamentary Complex, Jakarta.\(^1\) Regardless of the purpose of the member of the House of Representative's refusal, after this rejection, the covid-19 vaccine program has become a big issue. The participation of highly educated people in the anti-vaccine movement does not seem to occur only in Indonesia but also in other developing countries.\(^2\)

Information through several online social media about victims who died after the vaccination also weakened public confidence in government programs. Vaccination is a government policy to prevent COVID-19. News from national newspapers in Indonesia also helped strengthen the information that there were unconscious people, even died after being vaccinated.\(^3\) This type of information, of course, impacts people to ignore the vaccination program. Reporting like this needs to get attention and supervision by the state with strong policies to ensure news or information does not cause conflict and social unrest. The state needs to assist the community so that they are not confused and worried about the data from online social media. Panic, stress, and psychological trauma resulting from the news are also considered to trigger the resistance to vaccination.\(^4\) People need peace and security after dealing with other social problems since the beginning of the COVID-19 in 2020 in Indonesia.

In addition to the news content of death victims mentioned above, news about vaccination harming human life, including someone who becomes seriously ill after getting a vaccine. Of course, there are defenses from the public by showing their resistance to vaccines due to the information obtained and the impression that vaccines are not safe for humans. It's even worse when there is information in online media that reports that vaccines are not halal. *Halal* (permitted) and *haram* (forbidden) in Islamic teachings are important to pay attention to. The presence of haram elements in a product can be one of the factors that the Muslim community in Indonesia rejects the product (resistance).
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Resistance means to fight, oppose, or contrast; in English, it is called resist. James Scott defines resistance "as an attempt to restrain or counterforce". In general, resistance is an action that rejects or opposes something, both formally and informally. In this case, for example, resistance or opposition to government policies. Resistance can also become an obstacle in an organization because it avoids change and interferes with successful implementation. When change is introduced in an organization, it generates a series of reactions due to uncertainty or incentives that alter human behavior patterns such as anxiety.

According to Scott, community resistance can be caused by direct causes and indirect causes. Direct resistance includes oppression, pressure, threats, and coercion by landlords, governments, capital owners, or other parties. Meanwhile, indirect resistance is carried out clandestinely. According to Scott, covert resistance achieves more significant results than overt resistance. Resistance in sociology itself is an open or closed resistance to policies carried out in society.


Special staff of the Minister of Communication and Information for Digital and HR, Dedy Permadi, said that there is a need for a virtual policy in Indonesia to maintain a cleaner, healthier, safer, and more productive digital space. The presence of the virtual policy aims to protect the public from content that can cause conflict, including information about victims of the COVID-19 vaccine that triggers social conflict. The refusal of vaccines will actually worsen the spread of the Covid-19 virus to the broader community. Allowing misleading information in various media about the side effects of vaccination can cause social unrest and disrupt the peace of life of the community in terms of health, mental and religious aspects, and weaken government programs to reduce the spread of COVID-19.

Studies on community resistance to vaccines tend to focus on three things. First, reluctance or refusal to vaccinate is one of the top ten global health problems. Table 1 lists the top ten global health problems according to the World Health Organization (WHO). The table is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Communicable disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Noncommunicable disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Injury and violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Maternal, newborn, and child health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Reproductive health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Access to healthcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Sanitation and hygiene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Namah, “Resistensi Simbolik Tenun Korkase Pada Masyarakat Amarasi.”
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threats.\(^9\) Second, the prevalence of vaccine doubt and social media misconceptions about vaccine refusal among parents. \(^10\) Third, sources of information can influence vaccine knowledge and acceptance. \(^11\) Of these three things, no writing has been found that examines news content about the insecurity of vaccines for humans and their religion which leads to resistance.

This study completes the previous study because, in the last article, there was an explanation about the rejection of vaccines as a global problem. At the same time, the community refuses vaccines because of miscommunication. In fact, the information about vaccines can affect the acceptance or rejection of vaccines. However, this paper is more specific in mapping content sourced from online social media. The content can be about victims who died from vaccines, prolonged illness after vaccines, and unclear vaccine raw materials. Then, it also analyzes the factors and reasons that cause community resistance to the Islamic law approach.

News content about the effect of the vaccine by online media has the potential to cause Indonesian people's resistance to the COVID-19 vaccine, and it is essential to research. The news content being studied is content about victims who died after the vaccine, news content about the prolonged illness after vaccination, and news content about the uncertainty of vaccine raw materials.

This paper discusses online information containing content about the impacts or consequences of the covid-19 vaccine. This online information is studied in depth with an Islamic law approach. The selection of this content is based on the consideration that such content can cause public resistance to a government policy or program. One of the government programs is vaccination as a government effort to protect Indonesian people from being easily infected by COVID-19.

This research is a legal sociology study that discusses the public's response to government policies regarding the Covid-19 vaccine with an Islamic legal approach. \(^12\) The data were analyzed using critical discourse analysis because the media have a real influence on society. \(^13\) In the study of media,
critical discourse analysis functions as a theory as well as a method in examining media discourse. Fairclough and Wodak define critical discourse analysis as the analysis used in speech and writing as a social practice. The function of critical discourse analysis on society is to provide real awareness of their role in society.

The research data were taken from online news such as online newspapers and YouTube. Three sources were randomly selected for online news content: detik.com, kompas.com, CNBC Indonesia. These three sources of information were chosen because this online news is known and popular among Indonesian people. YouTube is placed as another data source that can strengthen information from online newspapers. The data needed is data sourced from online media and consists of two types of data, primary and secondary. All the data was then analyzed using discourse analysis theory with an Islamic law approach.

Online Social Media Content on Vaccines

Online social media is an online platform where users can easily participate, share, and create content, including blogs, social networks, wikis, forums, and virtual worlds. Blogs, social networks, and wikis are the most common forms of social media used by people worldwide. Another opinion says that social media is online media that supports social interaction, and social media uses web-based technology that turns communication into interactive dialogue. The source of information largely determines the acceptance of vaccines as an effort to increase human immunity. The pros and contra of the COVID-19 vaccine can be shown, for example, through online social media. Social media can be a powerful tool to provide information and advocacy on health issues to the public. Several countries have used social media for health promotion and other purposes. The widespread use of social media can also influence public health behaviour.

Using online social media to convey government programs and everything related to it is not only popular in other

14 Rizki, “Memahami Wacana Media Dengan Pendekatan Analisis Wacana Kritis.”
17 Ashkenazi et al., “The Relationship between Parental Source of Information and Knowledge about Measles/Measles Vaccine and Vaccine Hesitancy.”
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countries but also in Indonesia, both the government and the people have used online media services for informational purposes.

1. Online Media Information About Victims Died After Vaccination

Information about the number of vaccine victims who died after carrying out the covid-19 vaccine was released from various online media. Online media that deliver this content include detikcom, kompas.com, and CNBC Indonesia. These three online media have reported information about cases of victims who died after receiving the vaccine. His submission could potentially be a reason people are afraid to get a Covid-19 vaccine. The vaccines currently being used by the Indonesian people are Sinovac and AstraZeneca. Information on online media states that almost all the victims who died were found to have been diagnosed with comorbidities. Other online media also reported that there were also cases of Indonesian people died after the Covid-19 vaccine. The victim is known to have no comorbidities.

Based on this, online social media indirectly shows evidence that with or without comorbidities in a victim, the Covid-19 vaccine is not safe, even dangerous and threatens a person's life.

Table 1: Media, Content and Discourse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Online Media</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Discourse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Detik.com</td>
<td>Vaccination Victim</td>
<td>Revealed! List of Causes of 30 Died Cases After Covid-19 Vaccine Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Kompas.com</td>
<td>Vaccination Victim</td>
<td>Trio Dies After AstraZeneca Vaccine, Family Hopes There Will be Clarity from Autopsy Results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kompas.com</td>
<td>Vaccination Victim</td>
<td>A young man in Jakarta Dies After Getting AstraZeneca Vaccine, Late Brother: He Has No Congenital Disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The table above shows victims who died after getting the vaccine and were informed about this incident. Hinky Hindra Irawan Satari, as Chair of the National Commission for Post-Immunization Events (Komnas KIPI), said that from hundreds of KIPI reports, there were 30 cases of death after being vaccinated against Covid-19. However, Komnas KIPI explained that the incident was not a direct result of vaccination. "There were 27 people who died after being vaccinated with Sinovac". Of those 27, 10 were infected with Covid-19, 14 were due to heart and blood vessel disease," Hinky explained in a hearing with Commission IX which was broadcast live on the Indonesian Parliament's YouTube channel on Thursday, May 20, 2021.\(^22\) Detik.com., Kompas.com., and CNBC Indonesia have shared the news that can provoke other people's emotions, fear, anxiety about the vaccination program. Anxiety can affect society because the impact of vaccines on humans based on the news can be severe or even died.

The headlines of some news in online media containing information of vaccine victims, can also indirectly cause serious shock to the community, for example, the news headlines were, "Revealed! List of Causes of 30 Died Cases After Covid-19 Vaccine Injection",\(^23\) “A young man in Jakarta Dies After Getting AstraZeneca Vaccine, Late Brother: He Has No Congenital Disease”,\(^24\) “Youth and Elderly The Residents of Jakarta Die After Vaccination”.\(^25\) All of this information is online media news which is quite dangerous because it can make people's trust in the COVID-19 vaccine decrease and be rejected. Based on a survey on public opinion in Indonesia by SMRC (Saiful Mujani Research and Consulting) it was found that only 37% of the people wanted to participate in the vaccine, the rest refused, hesitated, and did not answer.\(^26\) Based on facts and information data traced from online media, it was also found that the number of community groups in Indonesia who refused vaccines and had joined a group called the anti-vaccination and immunization movement was 2,771

\(^{22}\) Sari, “30 Orang Meninggal Usai Vaksinasi Covid-19, Komnas KIPI Sebut Karena Penyakit Jantung Hingga Diabetes Halaman All - Kompas.”

\(^{23}\) Azizah, “Terungkap! Daftar Penyebab 30 Kasus Meninggal Usai Vaksin COVID-19.”

\(^{24}\) Achmad, “Pemuda Di Jakarta Meninggal Setelah Suntik Vaksin AstraZeneca, Kakak Almarhum_ Tak Ada Penyakit Bawaan Halaman All - Kompas.”

\(^{25}\) Yun, “Pemuda Meninggal Usai Vaksin Covid, Ini Cerita Dari Keluarga.”
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people. This shows that in Indonesia there are already groups of people who do not want to be vaccinated.

According to Islamic law, people who refuse vaccines on safety are a tolerable act. For safety reason, Islamic teachings do not allow humans to sacrifice and destroy themselves. It is one of the goals of sharia in this world that Muslims cannot ignore. The safety of humans is essential because it is part of glorifying God by humans as creatures who are entrusted with the leadership of taking care of human security and welfare in the world, not the other way around.

2. Media Information about Severe Sickness After Vaccination

Online media content regarding severe illness after vaccination is information about changes in the body after vaccination for an unknown period of time. The short-term side effects of the Covid-19 vaccine are almost the same. Side effects usually start within a day or two of getting the vaccine. Some of the effects include pain and redness or swelling in the body on the injection part, fever, chills, body aches, and pains.

There is news content in Kompas.com entitled "Teacher Susan in Sukabumi Paralyzed After the Covid-19 Vaccine Injection, Family: We Hope She Can Recover", and the news in the halodoc online article "MRNA Vaccine Can Have Long-Term Effects, Is It True?". Information stated that for almost a month at Hasan Sadikin Hospital (RSHS) Bandung, the medical officer had explained that Susan could not recover 100 percent. Information like this certainly creates an impression to people to stay away from the COVID-19 vaccine. Furthermore, other news content sourced from CNBC Indonesia reported that seven people got ill after being vaccinated with Sinovac, two were seriously treated.

The news contents above contain information that can cause anxiety because the nature of this content is classified as the cause of uncertainty. Changes in health conditions may have unpredictable impacts on public health. On the other hand, it also creates economic fear because disturbed health means
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decreased work productivity. It is considered a threat to the safety of the community's work. The purpose of the vaccine is to provide immunity to humans, but the news spread online that vaccines can paralyze humans became the start of public confusion. Vaccines that lead to human suffering without knowing when to recover are why people refuse vaccines. In Islamic law, seeking treatment and preventing oneself from contracting the disease is a religious commandment. In QS al-Baqarah verse 195, it is ordered that humans do not bring themselves to destruction.

3. Media Information about Non-Halal Raw Materials of Vaccine

Reports on non-halal vaccine raw materials are news concerning the basic ingredients contained in vaccines. Information regarding this issue in several social media groups was quite a stir, especially about the contents of the Sinovac covid-19 vaccine listed in the package. It says, "Only for clinical trials" (only for clinical trials). Then in terms of composition and description, it is said to come from Vero Cell or from the African Green Ape network which is clearly not halal and contains live attenuated viruses. This information was obtained from Kompas.com with the news title "Viral News on the Content in the Sinovac Vaccine, Is It Really Not Halal?". The truth of this news is not in doubt because the source of the news is clear.

For the community, the halal status of vaccines is fundamental and requires transparency, especially for the Muslim community. It is public knowledge that the vaccine production process possibly uses elements sourced from pigs as a medium in the vaccine production process. Regarding the halal status of the Covid-19 vaccine produced by Sinovac, the Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) has issued Fatwa No. 02 of 2021 which decided that the Covid-19 Vaccine produced by Sinovac was declared halal and religiously pure. On the other hand, people are afraid and want to stay away from vaccinations because of the news through online media whose status cannot be accounted for. For example, news about the COVID-19 vaccine contains magnetic microchips. Several videos about the hoax have circulated on social media. The posts show someone placing an Rp.1,000 coin in injected part of the COVID-19.


The result is that the coin sticks as if it proves the narrative of the COVID-19 vaccine containing a magnetic microchip is true.

**Media Coverage Causes Public Resistance**

Based on the facts above, online media information about vaccine news content that causes resistance to vaccination is caused by three things. First, there is news content of vaccinations that claimed death. Second, vaccinations cause serious illness to humans randomly. Third, the status of the vaccine composition is not clear.

A vaccine is a product that evokes human immunity to form a resistance to certain diseases. Vaccines can stimulate the formation of antibodies in the human body to produce defenses against specific diseases so that the body is ready to fight these antigens in case of re-infection. Vaccines are made from attenuated antigens or other components of specific antigens. The controlled antigen in the vaccine is reintroduced into the human body in a process known as vaccination. Vaccination is an effort to prevent disease transmission, which is considered safe and effective. The body will first recognize the attenuated antigen, and it will be easier to form the antibodies needed to fight the disease.

The most frequently used source to find information about Covid-19 vaccination is online media such as online news and articles, followed by the government's official website, and social media. Information about Covid-19 vaccination on the internet and other social media is considered quite complete and informative, and easy to understand. The main advantage of online media as the primary medium for disseminating information about Covid-19 vaccination is that it is fast and easy to access, and the information is constantly updated. On the other hand, the information is often scary and unsettling, even misinformation.

Information on victims who died after getting the COVID-19 vaccine can be found on detikhealth.com on May 21, 2021, reporting that 30 people have died after the vaccination. Twenty-seven died cases after getting the Sinovac vaccine. Meanwhile, three cases after receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine. The victims after the vaccine are certainly miserable because it will become a new problem for vaccine programs in the future. The wider community can refuse the covid-19 vaccine because getting vaccinated means risking their lives. This type of information triggers resistance. Humans naturally want to see their extended family intact, safe from all threats, and free

---


from all forms of fear. The news about the number of young people and seniors who became victims after being vaccinated is disturbing information on social media that strengthens the community's resistance to vaccines.

The number of victims who died after the Covid-19 vaccine seems to cause a new problem. At the same time, the efforts to break the Covid-19 chain also did not get maximum results. Society, in reality, is like facing two big problems at once, the fear of contracting COVID-19 itself and, at the same time, the fear of their lives being threatened after getting the vaccine. Thus, all forms of information related to cases of post-vaccine death victims, regardless of the source of the news, need to present news content as a source of information that can influence a person's knowledge and attitudes, as stated by Ashkenazi,\textsuperscript{36} that the acceptance of vaccines as an effort to increase human immunity is highly determined by a source of information.

Media information about the prolonged illness after receiving the vaccine is also a factor of community resistance. At the same time, the government's program on the COVID-19 vaccination campaign has been hampered. Some people think that the Covid-19 vaccine can bring and become a different problem and affect people in many aspects, such as economic, social, and educational aspects. The potential for an economic crisis in the family also depends on health conditions. When someone is sick, then automatically, economic life becomes stagnant. Therefore, health is much more important than anything. From a social point of view, humans cannot do much in society when their health condition declines, like Susan's mother, who was paralyzed after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine.\textsuperscript{37} It is also true in education. Humans whose health is disturbed are very difficult to be productive, including in education. Therefore, it is natural that social media information about people who have been vaccinated causes reactions and triggers for the rejection of the COVID-19 vaccine.

In addition, information on social media about the content of the Covid-19 vaccine that is not halal is also one of the causes of resistance. The problem of halal or haram is a sensitive issue in Indonesia, where most of the population is Muslim. The raw material of the covid-19 vaccine from the African green ape network that circulated on the news is sensitive information for the Muslim community in Indonesia, and of course, they immediately won't accept the covid-19 vaccine because these animals are not allowed to be eaten or forbidden for the Muslim community.

\textbf{Media, Covid-19 and Resistance in the Perspective of Islamic Law}

\textsuperscript{36}Ashkenazi et al., “The Relationship between Parental Source of Information and Knowledge about Measles/Measles Vaccine and Vaccine Hesitancy.”
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Islam puts a great concern about everything consumed for the benefit of the body, whether it is food, drink, or medicine. As sources of Islamic law, Al-Quran and Hadith have explained what can and can not be consumed, including taking medication which is similar to taking a vaccine. Two provisions must be considered, first, the material or substance, and second, the acquisition method. In the perspective of Islamic law, the food consumed requires two things, namely halal and thayyib. Halal in terms of religion, thayyib in terms of eligibility and health standards. MUI has issued Fatwa No. 02 of 2021 which decided that Sinovac's Covid-19 Vaccine is Halal and Pure. The decision was decided in the Plenary Session of the MUI Fatwa Commission on January 8, 2021, after listening, reviewing and discussing the audit report from the MUI Halal Audit Team. The auditor of the MUI Fatwa Commission delegate directly conducts on-site audits, both field audits conducted at the Sinovac Vaccine Factory in Beijing China with the POM Team, Ministry of Health and Bio Farma, as well as field audits conducted at Bio Farma Bandung. This is information taken from the Tempo newspaper regarding the production process and the critical point of the Covid-19 vaccine produced by China's Sinovac.

Information about non-halal vaccine content will get a strong reaction, especially from the Muslim community. Islam is cautious in dealing with what can be eaten or entered into the body of a Muslim, primarily if the object is classified as unclean (impure). Cleanliness and holiness are the main priorities in worship for Muslims. In contrast, impure or dirty items or things can spoil their worship. Thus, online social media has a vital role as an effective tool to provide information about vaccines to the public. Still, it is necessary to pay attention to the content of the information in a credible manner.

Basically, the fatwas issued by the MUI during the pandemic should be responded to positively and well received by the public. The government has even adopted these fatwas so that they can be used as a legal basis for fiqh and have political-legal force in Indonesia. The MUI fatwa is a proof that religion is
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capable of being a blessing for all humans and in line with a current situation.\(^{40}\) In addition, the policies and legal rules issued by the government regarding the prevention of the spread of the virus, a covid-19 vaccine is needed according to the view of Islamic law aimed at protecting the soul (hifzh al-nafs) which is an important part of maqâshid al-syarî‘ah (goal of Islamic law).\(^{41}\)

Therefore, disseminating news and information about COVID-19 should educate and convey factual information. It is also essential not to contain information that can scare and, most importantly, not contain false news (hoax). Because the spread of news that cannot be justified can lead to unrest and commotion in society. As a result, there will be resistance from the public against the government even though the cause is fake news.

For example, public satisfaction with the government's performance in dealing with Covid-19 tends to increase. The Spectrum Politica Institute, a survey institute, said that in July 2021, the government's satisfaction rate was 65.3%, and only 32.3% were dissatisfied, and 2.4 did not provide an assessment.\(^{42}\) This shows that from July until now, public trust and resistance tend to be high. The high level of public trust is related to the decline in the spread and reduction of the number of COVID-19 victims.

Therefore, it is necessary to be careful with media coverage. In the context of Islamic law, caution has been explained in disseminating information because it may be that the information disseminated is not accurate. The Qur'an confirms in QS. Al-Hujurat verse 6: "O you who believe, when a wicked person comes to you with news, then examine the truth, so that you do not harm a people because of stupidity (recklessness) and eventually you will regret your actions."

According to M. Quraish Shihab, the verse above is one of the foundations set by Islamic law in social life for the acceptance and experience of news (naba‘: important news). Human interaction must be based on something that is known and clear because humans are not able to know all the information. That's why humans need another party, but there are those who are honest and have integrity and only tell the truth, and some are dishonest. Because of that, the news must be filtered, worried that someone will not tell something that is not clear, people who believe in the news without clarity can be called stupid (bi jahalah). It means that the verse explains that people who do
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not research and consider news with knowledge and logic, and values from Allah SWT can be categorized as ignorant people.\textsuperscript{43}

After all, this kind of virus had also happened during the time of the Prophet Muhammad, at that time a virus called tha'un spread from a deadly bacterium. The Messenger of Allah ordered to isolate and quarantine people who were infected with the disease so that there would be no mass spread. Then during the time of Umar bin Khattab ra. a narration from Abdullah bin Amr. Caliph Umar was traveling to Sham together with Abdurrahman bin Auf and a group of other friends. While they were in the Sargh, the news about the virus spreading in Syria was informed, then Caliph Umar canceled his trip to Syria.\textsuperscript{44}

The legal arguments and sociological realities mentioned above show that caution is needed in receiving, reading, and spreading the news that is not yet clear. Suppose the government or a citizen is not careful. In that case, there will be public resistance to vaccination due to the circulation of information through online social media, especially from YouTube and WhatsApp, which sometimes cannot be accounted for. However, some information is disturbing, so people feel threatened and worried about their survival. Humans will generally reject things that can threaten their body and soul and instinctively want to defend themselves. The issue of vaccines is closely related to the risks to the human body in the long term. Misinformation and miscommunication can occur due to the communication process that is not conducive between the information media and the public. Public rejection of vaccination happens because vaccines have risks affecting the human body, as mentioned through the media. Therefore, the public's desire to participate in vaccination is closely related to the truth of the source of information or the validity of online media information.

At the same time, government policies aiming to prevent harm to people's lives can be realized as part of \textit{maqâshid al-syar`i`ah}. The government's policy is in the form of recommendations for vaccination so that virus transmission and community immunity can be realized and ensuring the halal substance of vaccines by involving the MUI, which has authority in religious fatwas. The policy should be disseminated and informed to the public massively by involving religious leaders and community leaders who are socially influential in the community. Thus, resistance from the community will not arise; even if there is a possibility of resistance, it will not be strong.
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Conclusion

Online media coverage of the COVID-19 vaccine correlates with community resistance. News content about cases of post-vaccine death victims, content about vaccines that impact the human body, and information about non-halal raw materials or contents of the Covid-19 vaccine, indirectly become factors in the emergence of public resistance to vaccines. This refusal is due to a report about COVID-19 victims who experienced vaccine failures. Information, especially from social media from Youtube, WhatsApp and Facebook, is sometimes difficult to justify. The news content and discourse regarding non-halal vaccines also gives the impression that vaccines are not safe for humans, especially Muslims in Indonesia. Overall, these factors impact three dimensions of human life: fear, a decrease in economic productivity, and the desecration of religious teachings. According to Islamic law, for all news regarding Covid, the public should be careful about the news source because it may not be true. Likewise, the government needs to provide solutions in several ways. First, the state oversees all social media in conveying information so that all news related to the COVID-19 vaccine needs to be considered more carefully and wisely so as not to make the public worry. Second, the government needs to re-strengthen regulations or laws on media or news coverage that have been running less than optimally. Moreover, the government's vaccine policy aims to prevent harm to people's lives is part of maqâshid al-syarî'ah. The government also involves the MUI, which has authority in religious fatwas so that the certainty that the vaccine is halal can be accounted for in Islamic law. Thus, news about COVID-19 can function as part of public education to receive and spread positive news without causing anxiety.
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